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Abstract—Kinodynamic RRT planners are effective tools for
finding feasible trajectories in many classes of robotic systems.
However, they are hard to apply to systems with closed-kinematic
chains, like parallel robots, collaborative arms manipulating an
object, or legged robots keeping their feet in contact with the
environment. The state space of such systems is an implicitly-
defined manifold that complicates the design of the sampling and
steering procedures, and leads to trajectories that drift from the
manifold if standard integration methods are used. To address
these issues, this paper presents a kinodynamic RRT planner that
constructs an atlas of the state space incrementally, and uses this
atlas to generate random states, and to dynamically steer the
system towards such states. The steering method exploits the
atlas charts to compute locally-optimal controls based on linear
quadratic regulators. The atlas also allows the integration of the
equations of motion using local coordinates, which eliminates
any drift from the state space manifold and results in accurate
trajectories. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first kinody-
namic planner that explicitly takes closed kinematic chains into
account. We illustrate the planner performance in significantly
complex tasks involving planar and spatial robots that have to
lift or throw a load using torque-limited actuators.

Index terms—Kinodynamic motion planning, loop-closure con-
straint, closed kinematic chain, atlas, manifold, LQR, steering.

I. INTRODUCTION

S
INCE its formalisation in the early nineties [1], the

kinodynamic planning problem remains as one of the

most challenging open problems in robotics. The problem

entails finding feasible trajectories connecting two given states

of a robot, each defined by a configuration and a velocity

of the underlying mechanical system. To ensure feasibility,

the trajectory should: 1) fulfil all kinematic constraints of

the system, including holonomic ones, like loop-closure or

end-effector constraints, or nonholonomic ones, like rolling

contact or velocity limit constraints; 2) be compliant with the
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equations of motion of the robot; 3) avoid the collisions with

obstacles in the environment; and 4) be executable with the

limited force capacity of the actuators. In certain applications,

moreover, the trajectory should also be optimal in some sense,

minimising, for example, the time or control effort required for

its execution.

The ability to plan such trajectories is key in a robotic sys-

tem. Above all, it endows the system with a means to convert

higher-level commands—like “move to a certain location”, or

“throw the object at a given speed”—into appropriate reference

signals for the actuators. By accounting for the robot dynamics

and force limits at the planning stage, moreover, the motions

are easier to control, and they often look more graceful, or

physically natural [2], as they tend to exploit gravity, inertia,

and centripetal forces to the benefit of the task.

The kinodynamic planning problem can be viewed as a full

motion planning problem in the state space, as opposed to

a purely kinematic problem that only requires the planning

of a path in configuration space (C-space). This makes the

problem harder, as the dimension of the state space is twice

that of the C-space. Moreover, the obstacle region is virtually

larger, involving states that correspond to an actual collision,

but also those from which a future collision is inevitable due

to the system momentum. The planning of steering motions

is considerably more difficult as well. While direct motions

suffice in the C-space, steering motions in the state space need

to conform to the vector fields defined by the equations of

motion and to the actuator limits of the robot.

Among all kinodynamic planning techniques, rapidly-

exploring random trees (RRTs) have emerged as one of

the most successful planning paradigms to date [7]. RRTs

make intensive use of sampling and dynamic simulations to

grow trajectory trees over the state space until the start and

goal states get connected. The efficiency of the approach is

remarkable, especially in view of its simplicity and relative

ease of implementation. The technique is fairly general and,

with proper extensions, can even converge to minimum-cost

motions [8, 9]. However, existing RRT methods also suffer

from a main limitation: they assume that the robot state can

be described by means of independent generalised coordinates.

This makes RRTs applicable to open-chain robots, or to

robots with explicit state space parametrisations, but they are

hard to apply to general mechanisms with closed-kinematic

chains. Such chains arise frequently in today’s robots and

manipulation systems (Fig. 1), which explains the growing

interest they arouse in the recent literature [10]–[17].

Unlike in the open-chain case, the state space of a closed-

chain robot is not flat anymore. Instead, it is a nonlinear



Fig. 1. Example systems involving closed kinematic chains. The chains may be intrinsic to the robot structure, as in parallel robots (left picture), or they
may result from manipulation constraints during a task, as in multi-limb systems transporting an object, or keeping feet attached to the environment (right
pictures). From left to right: A Delta parallel robot [3], the Atlas robot from Boston Dynamics lifting a heavy load [4], the Robonaut 2 robot with two legs
clamped to the International Space Station [5], and the SpiderFab Bot, a conceptual design for self-fabricating space systems [6]. Pictures courtesy of ABB,
Boston Dynamics, NASA, and Tethers Unlimited, Inc (respectively).

manifold defined implicitly by a system of equations that, in

general, cannot be solved in closed form. This manifold is a

zero-measure set in a larger ambient space, which complicates

the design of sampling and steering methods to explore the

manifold efficiently. Moreover, if the dynamic model of the

robot is not properly handled, the planned trajectories may

deviate substantially from the manifold, leading to undesired

violations of the kinematic constraints, or to failure to reach

the goal. Forward singularities may also complicate the plan-

ning and control of motions across certain surfaces of the state

space [18].

The purpose of this paper is to extend the planner in [7]

to cope with the previous complications. As we shall see,

by constructing an atlas of the state space in parallel to the

RRT, one can define proper sampling and steering methods

that deal with closed kinematic chains effectively, while pro-

ducing feasible trajectories even across forward singularities.

An early version of our planner was presented in [19]. In

contrast to [19], we here develop a steering method based on

linear quadratic regulators (LQR), which greatly increases the

planner efficiency in comparison to the randomised strategy

used in [19]. New challenging test cases are also reported for

demonstration, including tasks that require the throwing of ob-

jects at a given velocity, and bimanual manipulations of heavy

loads, which were difficult to solve with [19]. It is worth noting

that, while some path planning approaches have previously

dealt with closed kinematic chains [10, 11, 13, 16, 20]–[24],

none of them has considered the dynamics of the system. Our

kinodynamic planner, in fact, can also be seen as an extension

of the work in [13] to cope with dynamic constraints.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II

reviews the state of the art on kinodynamic planning to

better place our work into context. Section III formally

states the problem we confront, enumerating our assumptions

and the various constraints intervening. Section IV explains

why most RRT approaches, while powerful, are limited in

some way or another, and would be difficult to extend to

cope with closed kinematic chains and dynamic constraints

simultaneously. Sections V and VI present effective sampling,

simulation, and steering methods that allow us to describe,

in Section VII, our planner implementation. Sections VIII

and IX respectively examine the completeness properties of the

planner and its practical performance in illustrative situations.

Section X finally provides the paper conclusions and discusses

several points requiring further attention.

II. RELATED WORK

A. C-space approaches

The sheer complexity of kinodynamic planning is usu-

ally managed by decomposing the problem into two simpler

problems [25]. Initially, the dynamic constraints of the robot

are neglected and a collision-free path in the C-space is

sought that solely satisfies the kinematic constraints. Then,

a time-parametric trajectory constrained to the previous path

is designed while accounting for the dynamic constraints and

force limits of the actuators. Although many techniques can

be used to compute the path, such as probabilistic roadmaps

or randomised tree techniques among others [25, 26], the

trajectory is usually obtained with the time-scaling method in

[27] or its later improvements [28]–[31]. This method regards

the path as a function qqq = qqq(s) in which qqq is the robot

configuration and s is some path parameter, and then finds

a monotonic time scaling s = s(t) such that qqq(t) = qqq(s(t))
connects the start and goal configurations in minimum time.

The method is fast and elegant, as it exploits the bang-

bang nature of the solution in the (s, ṡ) plane, and robust

implementations have recently been provided [32].

The previous approach generates a trajectory that is only

time-optimal for the computed path, but makes the problem

more tractable, so it can be solved in systems with many

degrees of freedom like humanoids, legged robots, or mobile

robot formations [33]. Its lack of completeness, moreover, can



be alleviated by improving the trajectory a posteriori using

optimisation techniques [34]–[36]. Time scaling methods, in

addition, have recently been extended to compute the feasible

velocities at the end of a path, given an initial range of

velocities [37], which can be combined with randomised

planners to generate graceful dynamic motions [33].

It must be noted that, despite their advantages, the previous

methods essentially work in the C-space, which makes them

limited in some way or another. For instance, path planning

approaches cannot generate swinging paths in principle, and

such paths may be required in highly dynamic tasks like

lifting a heavy load under strict torque limitations. In other

approaches, start or goal states with nonzero velocity cannot

be specified, which is necessary in, for example, catching or

throwing objects at a certain speed and direction. Time scaling

methods, moreover, require the robot to be fully actuated.

While this is rarely an issue in robot arms or humanoids

under contact constraints [14, 15], parallel robots with passive

joints are underactuated at forward singularities [18]. These

configurations are problematic when managed in the C-space

as they can only be traversed under particular velocities

and accelerations. As it will turn out, however, the previous

limitations do not apply if, as we do, robot trajectories are

directly planned in the state space.

B. State space approaches

Existing techniques for planning in the state space can

roughly be grouped into optimisation and randomised ap-

proaches. On the one hand, optimisation approaches can

be applied to remarkably-complex problems [38]–[43]. An

advantage is that they can accommodate a wide variety of

kinematic and dynamic constraints. For instance, differential

constraints describing the robot dynamics can be enforced by

discretising the trajectory into different knot points using an

Euler method, or any higher-order method if more accuracy is

needed. However, there is a trade-off between the number of

knot points (or the order of the integration method) and the

computational cost of the optimisation. A good initial guess of

the solution is often required for convergence too. In systems

with closed kinematic chains, moreover, the discretisation of

the differential equations produces trajectories that may drift

from the state space manifold, which results in unwanted link

disassemblies and complicates motion stabilisation a posteri-

ori. In [39], a direct collocation method was given to reduce the

drift while guaranteeing third-order integration accuracy. Even

so, the problem size becomes huge for long time horizons or

systems with many degrees of freedom [33]. Good discussions

on the advantages and pitfalls of optimisation-based techniques

can be found in [42] and [14]. On the other hand, randomised

approaches like the standard RRT [7] can cope with differential

constraints in relatively high-dimensional problems, and guar-

antee to find a solution when it exists and enough computing

time is available. A main issue, however, is that exact steering

methods are not available for nonlinear dynamical systems.

The usual RRT method tries to circumvent this problem by

simulating random actions for a given time, and then selecting

the action that gets the system closest to the target [7]. For

particular systems, better solutions exist though. For instance,

the approach in [44] assumes double integrator dynamics

and exploits the fact that the minimum time problem has an

efficient solution in this case. The resulting planner is fast, but

the full dynamics of the system can only be coped via feedback

linearisation, which requires the inverse dynamic problem to

be solvable. The method in [45] linearises the system dynamics

and uses an infinite-horizon LQR controller to define a steering

method, but such a controller can only be used to reach zero-

velocity states. In contrast, [46], [47], and [48] use finite-

horizon LQR controllers that that can converge to arbitrary

states. As designed, however, the previous steering methods

cannot be applied to robots with closed kinematic chains,

as they assume the state coordinates to be independent. Our

steering approach is similar to the one in [48], but extended

to cope with dependent coordinates.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

To formally state our problem, let us describe the robot

configuration by means of a tuple qqq of nq generalised coor-

dinates, which determine the positions and orientations of all

links at a given instant of time. We restrict our attention to

robots with closed kinematic chains, in which qqq must satisfy

a system of ne nonlinear equations

ΦΦΦ(qqq) = 000 (1)

enforcing the closure conditions of the chains. The C-space of

the robot is then the set

C = {qqq : ΦΦΦ(qqq) = 000},
which may be quite complex in general. In this paper, however,

we assume that the Jacobian ΦΦΦqqq(qqq) = ∂ΦΦΦ/∂qqq is full rank for

all qqq∈ C, so C is a smooth manifold of dimension dC = nq−ne

without C-space singularities [18]. This assumption is not

too restrictive, as these singularities are often removed by

mechanical designers (e.g., by setting appropriate joint limits),

and it does not rule out generic forward or inverse singularities

[18], which can be crossed naturally by our planner.

By differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to time, we obtain

the velocity equation of the robot

ΦΦΦqqq(qqq) · q̇qq = 000, (2)

which characterises the feasible vectors q̇qq at a given qqq ∈ C.

Let FFF(xxx) = 000 denote the system formed by Eqs. (1) and (2),

where xxx = (qqq, q̇qq) ∈ R
nx is the state vector of the robot, with

nx = 2nq. While path planning approaches operate in C,

kinodynamic planning problems are better represented in the

state space

X = {xxx : FFF(xxx) = 000}. (3)

It can be shown that, since ΦΦΦqqq(qqq) is full rank in our case, X
is also a smooth manifold, but of dimension dX = 2 dC . This

implies that the tangent space of X at xxx,

TxxxX = {ẋxx ∈ R
nx : FFFxxx(xxx) ẋxx = 000}, (4)

is well-defined and dX -dimensional for any xxx ∈ X .

We encode the forces and torques of the actuators into an

action vector uuu = (u1, . . . ,unu) ∈ R
nu . Given a starting state
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Fig. 2. Expansion of a unidirectional RRT [7].

xxxs ∈ X , and the vector uuu as a function of time, uuu = uuu(t),
the time evolution of the robot is determined by a system

of differential-algebraic equations of the form

{

FFF(xxx) = 000,

ẋxx = ggg(xxx,uuu).

(5)

(6)

In this system, Eq. (5) forces the states xxx to remain in X ,

and Eq. (6) models the dynamics of the robot, which can

be described using the multiplier form of the Euler-Lagrange

equations for example [49]. For each value of uuu, Eq. (6) defines

a vector field over X , which can be used together with Eq. (5)

to simulate the robot motion forward in time using proper

integration tools [50].

To model the fact that the actuator forces are limited, we

will assume that uuu can only take values inside the box

U = [−l1, l1]× [−l2, l2]× . . .× [−lnu , lnu ] (7)

of R
nu , where li denotes the limit force or torque of the i-th

motor. Along a trajectory, moreover, the robot cannot incur

in collisions with itself or with the environment, and should

fulfil any limits imposed on qqq and q̇qq. This reduces the feasible

states xxx to those lying in a subset Xfeas ⊆ X .

With the previous definitions, the problem we confront can

be stated as follows: Given the kinematic and dynamic models

of a robot, a geometric model of the environment, and two

states xxxs and xxxg of Xfeas, find a control function uuu = uuu(t) lying

in U for all t such that the trajectory xxx = xxx(t) determined by

Eqs. (5) and (6) for xxx(0) = xxxs fulfils xxx(tg) = xxxg for some time

tg > 0, with xxx(t) ∈ Xfeas for all t ∈ [0, tg].

IV. LIMITATIONS OF PRIOR RRT METHODS

Observe that the previous formulation is more general than

the one assumed in earlier RRT planners. In particular, the

approaches in [10, 13, 20, 23, 24] are purely kinematic, so

they only consider Eq. (1), and neglect Eqs. (2), (6), and the

force bounds in (7). As a result, they only compute paths in C,

and such paths might be unfeasible dynamically. In contrast,

kinodynamic approaches like [7]–[9, 45, 47, 48] consider

Eq. (6) and the bounds in (7), but not Eqs. (1) and (2), which

R
nx

X

xxxrand

xxxnear

xxx′rand

Fig. 3. Generation of a guiding sample according to [25].

impedes the handling of robots with closed kinematic chains.

While [25] proposed a few extensions to help RRTs cope

with such chains, we next see that these lead to unsatisfactory

results.

Recall from [25] that a usual RRT is initialised at xxxs, and

is extended by applying four steps repeatedly [see Fig. 2]: 1)

a guiding state xxxrand ∈ X is randomly selected; 2) the RRT

state xxxnear that is closest to xxxrand is determined according to

some metric; 3) a steering method is used to compute the

action uuu∈U that brings the system as close as possible to xxxrand

in the absence of obstacles; and 4) the movement that results

from applying uuu during some time ∆t is obtained by integrating

Eq. (6). This yields a new state xxxnew, which is added to the

RRT if it lies in Xfeas, or it is discarded otherwise. In the

former case, uuu is stored in the new edge connecting xxxnear

to xxxnew. The process terminates when a tree node is close

enough to xxxg. It is worth noting that, in many implementations,

steps 3) and 4) are repeated with xxxnew playing the role of xxxnear,

as long as xxxnew gets closer to xxxrand .

Three problems arise when applying the previous method

to closed kinematic chains. First, the points xxxrand are difficult

to obtain in general, as X may be a manifold without explicit

parametrisations. To circumvent this issue, [25, Sec. 7.4.1]

proposes to randomly pick xxxrand from the larger ambient

space R
nx (Fig. 3) and use, as a guiding state, the point xxx′rand

that results from projecting xxxrand onto the tangent space of X
at xxxnear. However, while xxx′rand is easy to compute, its pulling

effect on the RRT may be small. The ambient space could

be large in comparison to X , resulting in points xxx′rand that

might often be close to xxxnear, which diminishes the exploration

bias of the RRT. This effect was analysed in [13] and [24].

A second problem concerns the dynamic simulation of robot

motions. Existing RRT methods would only use Eq. (6) to

generate such motions on the grounds that Eq. (5) is implicitly

accounted for by Eq. (6) [25, Sec. 13.4.3.1]. However, from

multibody dynamics it is known that the motion of a closed-

chain robot can only be predicted reliably if Eq. (5) is actively

used during the integration of Eq. (6) [50, 51]. Otherwise,



the inevitable errors introduced when discretising Eq. (6)

will make the trajectory xxx(t) increasingly drift from X as

the simulation progresses. Such a drift may even be large

enough to prevent the connection of xxxs with xxxg [19]. The

use of Baumgarte stabilisation to compensate this drift [52]

is also problematic, as it may lead to instabilities [53] or

fictitious energy increments, and the stabilising parameters are

not easy to tune in general. A third problem, finally, concerns

the steering method. A shooting strategy based on simulating

random actions from U was proposed in [7], but this technique

is inefficient when nu is large, as the number of samples

needed to properly represent U grows exponentially with nu.

The lack of a good steering strategy is a general problem of

RRT methods, but it is more difficult to address when closed

kinematic chains are present.

Purely kinematic planners like [10, 13, 20, 23, 24] do not

perform dynamic simulations, and employ direct steering mo-

tions between configurations. Moreover, most of them sample

in ambient space. Thus, the previous three problems would

also arise when trying to generalise these planners to cope

with dynamic constraints. Among such planners, however, the

one in [13] is more amenable for generalisation, as it employs

atlas machinery that is applicable to mechanisms of general

topology. Our goal in this paper is to show that, precisely, such

a machinery can be extended to cope with the more general

problem of Section III. As we shall see, once an atlas of X is

obtained, we will have the necessary tools to 1) sample the X
manifold directly instead of its ambient space RnX ; 2) integrate

Eqs. (5) and (6) as a true differential-algebraic equation to

ensure driftless motions on X ; and 3) define a proper steering

method for closed kinematic chains. We develop these tools in

the following two sections, and later use them as basic building

blocks in our planner implementation.

V. MAPPING AND EXPLORING THE STATE SPACE

A. Atlas construction

Formally, an atlas of X is a collection of charts mapping X
entirely, where each chart c is a local diffeomorphism ϕϕϕc from

an open set Vc ⊂ X to an open set Pc ⊆ R
dX [Fig. 4(a)].

The Vc sets can be thought of as partially-overlapping tiles

covering X , in such a way that every xxx ∈ X lies in at least

one set Vc. The point yyy= ϕϕϕc(xxx) provides the local coordinates,

or parameters, of xxx in chart c. Since each map ϕϕϕc is a

diffeomorphism, its inverse map ψψψc = ϕϕϕ−1
c also exists, and

gives a local parametrisation of Vc.

For particular manifolds, ϕϕϕc and ψψψc can be defined in

closed form. However, we propose to use the tangent space

parametrisation [54] to define them for any manifold. Under

this parametrisation, the map yyy = ϕϕϕc(xxx) around a given xxxc ∈ X
is obtained by projecting xxx orthogonally to TxxxcX [Fig. 4(b)],

so this map takes the form

yyy =UUU⊤c (xxx− xxxc), (8)

where UUUc is an nx × dX matrix whose columns provide an

orthonormal basis of TxxxcX . The inverse map xxx = ψψψc(yyy) is

implicitly determined by the system of nonlinear equations

FFF(xxx) = 000

UUU⊤c (xxx− xxxc)− yyy = 000

}

(9)

X

X

(a)

(b)

xxx

yyy

ẋxx

ẏyy

R
dXR

dX

Pc

Vc

Pk

Vk

ψψψc

ψψψk

ϕϕϕc

ϕϕϕk

xxx

Txxxc
X

yyy =UUU⊤c (xxx− xxxc)

xxxc

Fig. 4. (a) Two neighbouring charts of X , labelled c and k, together with
their maps ϕϕϕc and ϕϕϕk, and inverse maps ψψψc and ψψψk . (b) Using the tangent
space parametrisation, ϕϕϕc is defined by the projection of xxx onto TxxxcX .

which, when xxx is close to xxxc, can be solved for xxx using the

Newton-Raphson method.

Assuming that an atlas has been created, the problem of

sampling X boils down to generating random points yyyrand in

the Pc sets, as they can always be projected to X using the

map xxxrand = ψψψc(yyyrand). Also, the atlas allows the conversion

of the vector field defined by Eq. (6) into one on the Pc sets of

the charts. The time derivative of Eq. (8), ẏyy =UUU⊤c ẋxx, gives the

relationship between the two vector fields, and allows writing

ẏyy =UUU⊤c ggg(ψψψc(yyy),uuu) = g̃gg(yyy,uuu), (10)

which is Eq. (6), but expressed in local coordinates. This

equation still takes the full dynamics into account, and

forms the basis of geometric methods for the integration of

differential-algebraic equations as ordinary differential equa-

tions on manifolds [55, 56]. Given a state xxxk and an action

uuuk, xxxk+1 is estimated by obtaining yyyk = ϕϕϕc(xxxk), then comput-

ing yyyk+1 using a discrete form of Eq. (10), and finally getting

xxxk+1 = ψψψc(yyyk+1). The procedure guarantees that xxxk+1 will lie

on X by construction, thus making the integration compliant

with all kinematic constraints in Eq. (5).
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Fig. 5. Thresholds determining the extension of the Pc set of the chart at xxxc.
While yyyk lies in Pc, yyyk+1 does not because it violates Eqs. (11)-(13).

B. Incremental atlas and RRT expansion

One could use the methods in [54] to construct a full atlas

of the implicitly-defined state space and then use its local

parametrisations to implement a kinodynamic RRT planner.

However, the construction of a full atlas is only feasible for

low-dimensional state spaces. On the other hand, only part

of the atlas is necessary to solve a given motion planning

problem. For these reasons, as in [13], we combine the

construction of the atlas and the expansion of the RRT. In

this approach, a partial atlas is used to both generate random

states and to grow the RRT branches. As described next, new

charts are also created as the RRT branches reach unexplored

regions of the state space.

Suppose that xxxk and xxxk+1 are two consecutive states along

an RRT branch and let yyyk and yyyk+1 be their local coordinate

vectors in TxxxcX . Then, a new chart at xxxk is created if Eq. (9)

cannot be solved for xxxk+1 using the Newton-Raphson method,

or if any of the following conditions is met

‖xxxk+1− (xxxc +UUUc yyyk+1)‖> ε , (11)

‖yyyk+1− yyyk‖
‖xxxk+1− xxxk‖

< cosα, (12)

‖yyyk+1‖> ρ , (13)

where ε , α , and ρ are user-defined thresholds (Fig. 5). These

conditions are introduced to ensure that the Pc sets of the

created charts capture the overall shape of X with sufficient

detail. The first condition limits the maximal distance between

TxxxcX and the manifold X . The second condition ensures a

bounded curvature in the part of X that is covered by a chart,

as well as a smooth transition between neighbouring charts.

The third condition finally guarantees the generation of new

charts as the RRT grows, even for almost flat manifolds.

C. Chart coordination

Since the charts will be used to generate samples on X ,

it is important to reduce the overlap between new charts and

those already present in the atlas. Otherwise, the areas of X
covered by several charts would be oversampled. To avoid

this problem, the Pc set of each chart is initialised as a ball of

radius σ centred at the origin of RdX . This ball is progressively

bounded as new neighbouring charts are created around the

‖yyyk‖
2

‖yyyc‖
2

σσ yyyk yyyc

R
dXR

dX

Pc Pk

Fig. 6. Half planes added to trim the Pc and Pk sets of two neighboring charts.
Note that yyyk = ϕϕϕc(xxxk) and yyyc = ϕϕϕk(xxxc).

chart. If, while growing an RRT branch, a neighbouring chart

is created at a point xxxk with parameter vector yyyk in Pc, the

following inequality

yyy⊤yyyk−
‖yyyk‖2

2
≤ 0 (14)

is added as a bounding half-plane of Pc (Fig. 6). An analogous

inequality is added to the Pk set of the chart at xxxk, but using

yyyc = ϕϕϕk(xxxc) instead of yyyk in Eq. (14). Note that the radius σ
of the initial ball must be larger than ρ to guarantee that the

RRT branches covered by chart c will eventually trigger the

generation of new charts, i.e., to guarantee that Eq. (13) will

eventually hold. Also, since Eq. (13) forces the norm of yyyk

to be limited by ρ , the half-plane defined by Eq. (14) will

be guaranteed to clip Pc. Consequently, the Pc sets of those

charts surrounded by neighbouring charts will be significantly

smaller than the Pc sets of the charts at the exploration border

of the atlas. As we shall see in Section VII-A, this favours the

growth of the tree towards unexplored regions of X .

VI. A STEERING METHOD

Our planner can adopt different strategies to steer the system

from xxxnear to xxxrand . A simple one, called randomised steering,

consists in simulating several random actions in U , and then

choosing the one that brings the robot closest to xxxrand . This

strategy was proposed in [7] and is the one we adopted

in our early version of the planner [19]. As explained in

Section IV, however, this approach becomes inefficient as

the dimension of U increases. To amend this problem we

next propose another strategy, called LQR steering, based on

linear quadratic regulators. While LQR techniques are classical

steering methods for control systems [57], they assume the

state coordinates to be independent, so they are applicable

to open chain robots only. However, we next show that, using

the atlas charts, they can be extended to the closed chain case.

The idea is to exploit system linearisations at the various chart

centres so as to obtain a sequence of control functions uuu(t)
bringing the robot from xxxnear to xxxrand .

A. System linearisation at a chart centre

To apply LQR techniques to our steering problem, we must

first linearise our system model at the chart centres xxxc and

null action uuu = 000. To do so, note that we cannot linearise

Eq. (6), as this would disregard the fact that the xxx variables



are coupled by Eq. (5). We must instead linearise Eq. (10),

which expresses Eq. (6) in the independent yyy coordinates of

TxxxcX . Since the point xxx = xxxc corresponds to yyy = 000 in the local

coordinates of TxxxcX , the sought linearisation is

ẏyy =
∂ g̃gg

∂yyy

∣
∣
∣
∣

yyy=000
uuu=000

︸ ︷︷ ︸

AAA

yyy+
∂ g̃gg

∂uuu

∣
∣
∣
∣

yyy=000
uuu=000

︸ ︷︷ ︸

BBB

uuu+ g̃gg(000,000)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ccc

, (15)

which can be written as

ẏyy = AAAyyy+BBBuuu+ ccc. (16)

This system will be assumed to be controllable hereafter.

Observe that, in Eq. (16), the term

ccc = g̃gg(000,000) =UUU⊤c ggg(xxxc,000)

is not null in principle, because (xxx,uuu) = (xxxc,000) is not nec-

essarily an equilibrium point of the system in Eq. (10).

Moreover, by applying the chain rule and using the fact that
∂ψψψ
∂yyy

∣
∣
yyy=000

=UUUc [49], the AAA and BBB terms can be written as:

AAA =
∂ g̃gg

∂yyy

∣
∣
∣
∣

yyy=000
uuu=000

=UUU⊤c
∂ggg

∂xxx

∣
∣
∣
∣xxx=xxxc

uuu=000

UUUc,

and

BBB =
∂ g̃gg

∂uuu

∣
∣
∣
∣

yyy=000
uuu=000

=UUU⊤c
∂ggg

∂uuu

∣
∣
∣
∣xxx=xxxc

uuu=000

.

Notice, therefore, that AAA, BBB, and ccc can exactly be obtained

by evaluating the original function ggg(xxx,uuu) and its derivatives

∂ggg/∂xxx and ∂ggg/∂uuu at (xxx,uuu) = (xxxc,000). In those systems in

which these derivatives are not easy to obtain in closed form,

AAA and BBB can always be approximated numerically using finite

differences, or by using automatic differentiation.

B. Steering on a single chart

Suppose now that both xxxnear and xxxrand lie in a same chart c

centred at xxxc ∈ X (Fig. 7). In this case, the problem of

steering the robot from xxxnear to xxxrand can be reduced to that

of steering the system in Eq. (16) from yyynear = ϕϕϕc(xxxnear) to

yyyrand = ϕϕϕc(xxxrand). This problem can be formulated as follows:

Find the control function uuu(t) = uuu∗(t) and time t f = t∗f that

minimise the cost function

J(uuu(t), t f ) =
∫ t f

0

(

1+uuu(t)⊤RRR uuu(t)
)

dt, (17)

subject to the constraints

ẏyy = AAAyyy+BBBuuu+ ccc, (18)

yyy(0) = yyynear, (19)

yyy(t f ) = yyyrand . (20)

In Eq. (17), the unit term inside the integral penalises large

values of t f , while the term uuu(t)⊤RRR uuu(t) penalises high control

actions. In this term, RRR is a symmetric positive-definite matrix

that is fixed beforehand.

The problem just formulated is known as the fixed final state

optimal control problem [57]. We shall solve this problem in

two stages. Initially, we will obtain uuu∗(t) assuming that t f is

fixed, and then we will find a time t f that leads to a minimum

of J(uuu(t), t f ).

X

xxxrand

xxxnear

xxxc

yyy = 000

yyy
rand

yyy near TxxxcX

Fig. 7. When xxxnear and xxxrand are covered by a same chart, the steering of
the system can be reduced to a steering problem in TxxxcX .

C. Fixed final state and fixed final time problem

If t f is fixed, we can find the optimal action uuu(t) = uuu∗(t) by

applying Pontryagin’s minimum principle. Since the function

uuu⊤(t) RRR uuu(t) is convex, this principle provides necessary and

sufficient conditions of optimality in our case [58]. To apply

the principle, we first define the Hamiltonian function

H(yyy,uuu,λλλ ) = 1+uuu⊤ RRR uuu+λλλ⊤ (AAAyyy+BBBuuu+ ccc) , (21)

where λλλ = λλλ (t) is an undetermined Lagrange multiplier. Then,

the corresponding state and costate equations are

ẏyy =
∂H

∂λλλ

⊤
= AAAyyy+BBBuuu+ ccc, (22)

λ̇λλ =−∂H

∂yyy

⊤
=−AAA⊤λλλ . (23)

For uuu = uuu∗(t) to be an optimal control function, H must be at

a stationary point relative to uuu, i.e., it must be

∂H

∂uuu

∣
∣
∣
∣

⊤

uuu=uuu∗(t)
= RRR uuu∗(t)+BBB⊤λλλ = 000, (24)

and thus,

uuu∗(t) =−RRR−1BBB⊤λλλ (t). (25)

Since Eq. (23) is decoupled from Eq. (22), its solution can be

found independently. It is

λλλ (t) = eAAA⊤(t f−t)λλλ (t f ), (26)

where λλλ (t f ) is still unknown.

To find λλλ (t f ), let us consider the closed-form solution of

Eq. (22) for uuu = uuu∗(t):

yyy(t) = eAAAtyyy(0)+
∫ t

0
eAAA(t−τ) (BBBuuu∗(τ)+ ccc) dτ . (27)

If we evaluate this solution for t = t f and take into account

Eqs. (25) and (26), we arrive at the expression

yyy(t f ) = rrr(t f )−GGG(t f ) λλλ (t f ), (28)

where

rrr(t f ) = eAAAt f yyy(0)+
∫ t f

0
eAAA(t f−τ) ccc dτ , (29)
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Fig. 8. (a) Steering towards states not covered by the chart of xxxnear . (b) Cyclic behavior of the steering method. (c) Convergence to yyyrand but not to xxxrand .

and

GGG(t f ) =
∫ t f

0
eAAA(t f−τ) BBBRRR−1BBB⊤ eAAA⊤(t f−τ) dτ

=
∫ t f

0
eAAAτ BBBRRR−1BBB⊤ eAAA⊤τ dτ . (30)

Given that yyy(t f ) is known from Eq. (20), we can solve

Eq. (28) for λλλ (t f ) to obtain

λλλ (t f ) = GGG(t f )
−1

(
rrr(t f )− yyy(t f )

)
. (31)

Now, substituting Eq. (31) into (26), and the result into

Eq. (25), we finally obtain the optimal control function for

the fixed final state and fixed final time problem:

uuu∗(t) =−RRR−1BBB⊤eAAA⊤(t f−t) GGG(t f )
−1

(
rrr(t f )− yyy(t f )

)
. (32)

Note that this is an open-loop control law, as uuu∗ depends on t

only. The values rrr(t f ) and GGG(t f ) in Eq. (32) can be obtained by

computing the integrals in Eqs. (29) and (30) numerically. The

matrix GGG(t f ) is known as the weighted continuous reachability

Gramian, and since the system is controllable, it is symmetric

and positive-definite for t > 0 [48], which ensures that GGG(t f )
−1

always exists.

D. Finding the optimal time t f

To find a time t∗f for which the cost J in Eq. (17) attains a

minimum value, we substitute the optimal control in Eq. (32)

into Eq. (17), and take into account Eq. (30), obtaining

J(t f ) = t f +
[
yyy(t f )− rrr(t f )

]⊤
GGG(t f )

−1
[
yyy(t f )− rrr(t f )

]
. (33)

The time t∗f is thus the one that minimises J(t f ) in Eq. (33).

Assuming that t∗f lies inside a specified time window [0, tmax],
this time can be computed approximately by evaluating rrr(t f ),
GGG(t f ) and J(t f ) using Eqs. (29), (30), and (33) for t f = 0

to t f = tmax, and selecting the t f value for which J(t f ) is

minimum.

Finally, the values t∗f , rrr(t∗f ), and GGG(t∗f ) can be used to

evaluate the optimal control function in Eq. (32). By applying

such a control to the full nonlinear system of Eq. (6) during

t∗f seconds, we will follow a trajectory ending in some state

yyy′rand close to yyyrand . This trajectory can be recovered on the

X space by means of the ψψψc map and, if it lies in Xfeas, the

corresponding branch can be added to the RRT.

E. Steering over multiple charts

If xxxrand is not covered by the chart c of xxxnear, we can

iteratively apply the steering process as shown in Fig. 8(a). To

this end, we compute yyyrand = ϕϕϕc(xxxrand) and drive the system

from yyynear = ϕϕϕc(xxxnear) towards yyyrand on TxxxcX , projecting the

intermediate states yyy to X via ψψψc. Eventually, we will reach

some state xxxk ∈ X that is in the limit of the Vc set of the

current chart (see the conditions in Sec. V-B). At this point, we

generate a chart at xxxk and linearise the system again. We then

use this linearisation to recompute the optimal control function

to go from xxxk to xxxrand . Such a “linearise and steer" process can

be repeated as needed, until the system gets closely enough

to xxxrand .

Although the previous procedure is often effective, it can

also fail in some situations. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the initial

steering on chart c might bring the system from xxxnear to xxxk but,

due to the position of xxxrand , a new control function computed

at xxxk would steer the system back to xxxnear, leading to a back-

and-forth cycle not converging to xxxrand . Such limit cycles

can be detected however, because the time t∗f will no longer

decrease eventually. As shown in Fig. 8(c), moreover, the

steering procedure can sometimes reach yyyrand , but we might

find that ψψψc(yyyrand) 6= xxxrand because, due to the curvature of X ,

several states can project to the same point on a given tangent

space. Even so, such situations do not prevent the connection

of xxxs with xxxg, as the steering algorithm is to be used inside

a higher-level RRT planner. The implementation of such a

planner is next addressed.

VII. PLANNER IMPLEMENTATION

Algorithm 1 gives the top-level pseudocode of the planner.

At this level, the algorithm is almost identical to the RRT

planner in [7]. The only difference is that, in our case, we

construct an atlas A of X to support the lower-level sampling,

simulation, and steering tasks. The atlas is initialised with one

chart centred at xxxs and another chart centred at xxxg (line 1). As

in [7], the algorithm implements a bidirectional RRT where a

tree Ts is rooted at xxxs (line 2) and another tree Tg is rooted at xxxg

(line 3). Initially, a random state is sampled (xxxrand in line 5),

the nearest state in Ts is determined (xxxnear in line 6), and

then Ts is extended with the aim of connecting xxxnear with xxxrand

using the CONNECT method (line 7). This method reaches

a state xxxnew that, due to the presence of obstacles or to a
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Fig. 9. A partial atlas of a paraboloid, with its inner and border charts colored
in blue and red, respectively. Black dots indicate chart centers.

failure of the steering procedure, may be different from xxxrand .

Then, the state in Tg that is nearest to xxxnew is determined

(xxx′near in line 8) and Tg is extended from xxx′near with the aim

of reaching xxxnew (line 9). This extension generates a new

state xxx′new. After this step, the trees are swapped (line 10) and,

if the last connection was unsuccessful, i.e., if xxxnew and xxx′new

are not closer than a user-provided threshold (line 11), lines 5

to 10 are repeated again. If the connection was successful, a

solution trajectory is reconstructed using the paths from xxxnew

and xxx′new to the roots of Ts and Tg (line 12). Different metrics

can be used to determine the distance between two states

without affecting the overall structure of the planner. As in [7],

we use Euclidean distance for simplicity.

A. Sampling

The SAMPLE method is described in Algorithm 2. Initially,

one of the charts covering the tree T is selected at random with

uniform distribution (line 2). A vector yyyrand of parameters is

then randomly sampled also with uniform distribution inside

a ball of radius σ centred at the origin of RdX (line 3). Chart

selection and parameter sampling are repeated until yyyrand falls

inside the Pc set for the selected chart. This process generates

a sample yyyrand with uniform distribution over the union of

Algorithm 1: The top-level pseudocode of the planner

PLAN TRAJECTORY(xxxs,xxxg)
input : The query states, xxxs and xxxg.
output: A trajectory connecting xxxs and xxxg.

1 A← INITATLAS(xxxs,xxxg)
2 Ts← INITRRT(xxxs)
3 Tg← INITRRT(xxxg)
4 repeat
5 xxxrand ← SAMPLE(A,Ts)
6 xxxnear← NEARESTSTATE(Ts,xxxrand)
7 xxxnew← CONNECT(A,Ts,xxxnear,xxxrand)
8 xxx′near← NEARESTSTATE(Tg,xxxnew)
9 xxx′new← CONNECT(A,Tg,xxx

′
near,xxxnew)

10 SWAP(Ts,Tg)
11 until ‖xxxnew− xxx′new‖< β

12 RETURN(TRAJECTORY(Ts,xxxnew,Tg,xxx
′
new))

Algorithm 2: Generate a random state xxxrand .

SAMPLE(A,T )
input : The atlas A and the tree T to be extended.
output: A guiding sample xxxrand .

1 repeat
2 c← RANDOMCHARTINDEX(A,T )
3 yyyrand ← RANDOMONBALL(σ)
4 until yyyrand ∈ Pc

5 xxxrand ← ψψψc(yyyrand)
6 if xxxrand = NULL then
7 xxxrand ← xxxc +UUUc yyyrand

8 RETURN(xxxrand)

Algorithm 3: Try to connect xxxnear with xxxrand .

CONNECT(A,T,xxxnear,xxxrand)
input : An atlas A, a tree T , the state xxxnear from which T is

to be extended, and the guiding sample xxxrand .
output: The new state xxxnew.

1 xxxnew← xxxnear

2 t∗f p← ∞

3 repeat
4 c← CHARTINDEX(xxxnear)
5 (uuu∗, t∗f )← LQRCONTROL(A,xxxnear,xxxrand)

6 if t∗f ≤ t∗f p then

7 t∗f p← t∗f
8 (xxxnew,uuunew)← SIMULATE(A,c,xxxnear,xxxrand ,uuu

∗, t∗f )
9 if xxxnew ∈ Xfeas and xxxnew 6= xxxnear then

10 T ← ADDEDGE(T,xxxnear,uuunew,xxxnew)
11 xxxnear← xxxnew

12 until t∗f > t∗f p or ‖ϕϕϕc(xxxnew)−ϕϕϕc(xxxrand)‖ ≤ δ or xxxnew /∈ Xfeas

13 xxxnew← xxxnear

14 RETURN(xxxnew)

the Pc sets covering T . Note here that the Pc set of a chart in

the interior of the atlas is included in a ball of radius ρ , while

the Pc set of a chart at the border of the atlas is included inside

a ball of radius σ > ρ (Fig. 9). If we fix ρ but increase σ the

overall volume of the border charts increases, whereas that of

the inner charts stays constant. Therefore, by increasing σ we

can increase the exploration bias of the algorithm. This bias

is analogous to the Voronoi bias in standard RRTs [59]. After

generating a valid sample, the method then attempts to com-

pute the point xxxrand = ψψψc(yyyrand) (line 5) and returns this point

if the Newton method implementing ψψψc is successful (line 8).

Otherwise, it returns the ambient space point corresponding

to yyyrand (line 7). This point lies on TxxxcX , instead of on X ,

but it still provides a guiding direction to steer the tree towards

unexplored regions of X .

B. Tree extension

Algorithm 3 attempts to connect a state xxxnear to a state xxxrand

using LQR steering. The analogous procedure using ran-

domised steering is available in [19]. The algorithm imple-

ments a loop where, initially, the optimal control uuu∗ and

time t∗f to connect these two states are computed (line 5). The

control is a function of time given by Eq. (32). If t∗f is lower



Algorithm 4: Simulate an action.

SIMULATE(A,c,xxxk,xxxrand ,uuu
∗, t∗f )

input : An atlas A, the chart index c, the state xxxk from
where the simulation starts, the state xxxrand to be
approached, the control function uuu∗ to be applied,
and the final time t∗f of the simulation.

output: The last state in the simulation and the executed
control sequence.

1 t← 0
2 uuuk← /0
3 VALIDSTATE← TRUE

4 while VALIDSTATE and ‖ϕϕϕc(xxxk)−ϕϕϕc(xxxrand)‖> δ and
|t|< t∗f do

5 (xxxk+1,yyyk+1,h)← NEXTSTATE(xxxk,yyyk,uuu
∗(t),FFF,xxxc,UUUc,δ )

6 if xxxk+1 /∈ Xfeas then
7 xxxk← xxxk+1

8 VALIDSTATE← FALSE

9 else
10 if ‖xxxk+1− (xxxc +UUUc yyyk+1)‖> ε or
11 ‖yyyk+1− yyyk‖/‖xxxk+1− xxxk‖< cos(α) or
12 ‖yyyk+1‖> ρ then
13 ADDCHARTTOATLAS(A,xxxk)
14 VALIDSTATE← FALSE

15 else
16 xxxk← xxxk+1

17 uuuk← uuuk ∪{(uuu(t),h)}
18 t← t +h
19 if yyyk+1 /∈ Pc then
20 VALIDSTATE← FALSE

21 RETURN(xxxk,uuuk)

than the optimal time t∗f p obtained in the previous iteration,

the control is used to simulate the evolution of the system

from xxxnear (line 8). The simulation produces a state xxxnew

which, if it is feasible and different from xxxnear, it is added

to the tree. This involves the creation of an edge between

xxxnear and xxxnew (line 10), which stores the control sequence

uuunew executed in the simulation. The loop is repeated until t∗f
is larger than t∗f p (line 12), or xxxrand is reached with accuracy δ
in parameter space, or the next state is unfeasible.

Algorithm 4 summarises the procedure used to simulate a

given control uuu∗(t) from a particular state xxxk. The simulation

progresses while the new state is valid, the target state is

not reached with accuracy δ in parameter space, and the

integration time t is lower than t∗f (line 4). A state is not valid

if is not in Xfeas (line 8), or is not in the validity area of the

chart (line 14), or is not included in the current Pc set (line 20),

i.e., it is parametrised by a neighbouring chart. In the first

case, both the simulation and the connection between states

are stopped. In the last two cases the simulation is stopped,

but the connection continues after recomputing the optimal

control, either on a newly created chart (line 13) or on the

neighbouring chart, respectively.

The key procedure in the simulation is the NEXTSTATE

method (line 5), which provides the next state xxxk+1, given the

current state xxxk and the action uuu∗(t) at time t. The elements

of uuu∗(t) are saturated to their bounds in Eq. (7) if such

bounds are surpassed. Then, the simulation is implemented

by integrating Eq. (6) using local coordinates as explained in

Section V-A. Any numerical integration method could be used

to discretise Eq. (10), either explicit or implicit. We here apply

the trapezoidal rule as it yields an implicit integrator whose

computational cost (integration and projection to the manifold)

is similar to the cost of using an explicit method of the same

order [50]. Using this rule, Eq. (10) is discretised as

yyyk+1 = yyyk +
h

2
UUU⊤c (ggg(xxxk,uuu)+ggg(xxxk+1,uuu)), (34)

where h is the integration time step. The value xxxk+1 in Eq. (34)

is unknown but, since it must satisfy Eq. (9), it must fulfil

FFF(xxxk+1) = 000,

UUU⊤c (xxxk+1− xxxc)− yyyk+1 = 000.
(35)

Now, substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (35) we obtain

FFF(xxxk+1) = 000,

UUU⊤c (xxxk+1− h
2
(ggg(xxxk,uuu)+ggg(xxxk+1,uuu))− xxxc)− yyyk = 000,

(36)

where xxxk, yyyk, and xxxc are known and xxxk+1 is the unknown

to be determined. We could use a Newton method to solve

this system, but the Broyden method is preferable as it avoids

the computation of the Jacobian of the system at each step.

Potra and Yen [50] gave an approximation of this Jacobian

that allows finding xxxk+1 in only a few iterations. For backward

integration, i.e., when extending the RRT with root at xxxg, the

time step h in Eq. (36) must simply be negative.

C. Setting the planner parameters

The planner depends on eight parameters: the three param-

eters ε , α , and ρ controlling chart creation, the radius σ used

for sampling, the tolerances δ and β measuring closeness

between states and trees, respectively, and the LQR steering

parameters RRR and tmax. All of them are positive reals except RRR,

which must be an nu×nu symmetric positive-definite matrix.

Parameters ε , α , and ρ appear, respectively, in Eqs. (11),

(12), and (13). Parameter α bounds the angle between neigh-

boring charts. This angle should be small, otherwise the Vc sets

for neighboring charts might not overlap, impeding a smooth

transition between the charts [54]. Such problematic areas

can be detected and patched [13], but this process introduces

inefficiencies. Thus, we suggest to keep this parameter be-

low π/6. Parameter ε is only relevant if the distance between

the manifold and the tangent space becomes large without a

significant change in curvature, which rarely occurs. Since this

distance is computed in ambient space, if on average we wish

to tolerate an error of e in each dimension, we should set

ε ≃ e
√

nX . In our test cases we have used ε = 0.05
√

nX .

Finally, ρ must be set by taking into account the curvature

of the manifold [54] and it must be smaller than σ to ensure

the eventual creation of new charts. In practice, it only plays

a relevant role on almost flat manifolds. Following [13], we

suggest to set ρ = dX /2. With this value, charts are generally

created before the numerical process implementing Eq. (9)

fails and before Eqs. (11) and (12) hold. In this way, the

charting of the manifold tends to be more regular.

As explained in Section VII-A, the sampling radius σ used

in line 3 of Algorithm 2 controls the exploration bias of the



algorithm. The role of σ is analogous to that of the parameter

used in standard RRTs to limit the sampling space (e.g., the

boundaries of a 2D space where a mobile robot is set to

move). A too large σ complicates the solution of problems

with narrow corridors. Thus, we propose to set σ = 2 ρ
since this a moderate value that still creates a strong push

towards unexplored regions, specially in large-dimensional

state spaces. If necessary, existing techniques to automatically

tune this parameter [60] could be adapted to kinodynamic

planning.

Parameter δ appears in line 12 of Algorithm 3 and in line 4

of Algorithm 4. An equivalent parameter is present in the

standard RRT algorithm [7]. If two states are closer than δ ,

they are considered to be close enough so that the transition

between them is not problematic. Thus, this parameter is used

as an upper bound of the distance between consecutive states

along an RRT branch. Therefore, the value of h in Eq. (36)

is adjusted so that ‖ϕϕϕc(xxxk)− ϕϕϕc(xxxk+1)‖ < δ . Moreover, to

correctly detect the transition between charts, δ must be

significantly smaller than ρ . With these considerations in

mind, we propose to set δ ≃ 0.02 ρ .

Parameter β appears in line 11 of Algorithm 1 and is the

tolerated error in the connection between trees. This parameter

is also used in the standard RRT algorithm. A small value

may unnecessarily complicate some problems, specially if the

steering algorithm is not very precise (like in randomised

steering), and a large value may produce unfeasible solutions.

We suggest to use β = 0.1
√

nX , but this value has to be

tunned according to the particularities of the obstacles in the

environment.

Matrix RRR in Eq. (17) is used in the standard LQR to penalise

the control effort employed and is typically initialised using

the Bryson rule [61]. Finally, tmax fixes the time window over

which J(t f ) in Eq. (33) is to be minimised. Ideally, it should

be slightly larger than t∗f . A much larger value would result

in a waste of computational resources and a too low value

would produce sub-optimal controls. We propose to set this

parameter to a fraction of the expected trajectory time tg.

VIII. PROBABILISTIC COMPLETENESS

In its fully randomised version, i.e., when using randomised

steering instead of LQR steering, the planner is probabilisti-

cally complete. A formal proof of this point would replicate

the same arguments used in [62] with minor adaptations, so

we only sketch the main points supporting the claim.

Assume that the action to execute is selected at random

from U , with a random time horizon. Then, in the part of X
already covered by a partial atlas, we are in the same situation

as the one considered in [62, Section IV]: X is a smooth man-

ifold, we have a procedure to sample X , Euclidean distance is

used to determine nearest neighbours, and the system motion

is governed by a differential equation depending on the state

and the control inputs. The main relevant difference is that our

sample distribution is uniform in tangent space, but not on X .

However, the difference between the uniform distribution in

parameter space and the actual distribution on the manifold is

bounded by parameter α [63]. Thus, the probability bounds

given in [62] may need to be modified, but their proof would

still hold. Thus, under the same mild conditions assumed

in [62] (i.e., Lipschitz-continuity conditions), our planner with

randomised steering is probabilistically complete in, at least,

the part of the manifold already covered by the atlas. This

implies that the planner will be probabilistically complete

provided it is able to extend the atlas to cover X completely.

Since new charts are generated when the RRT branches reach

the border of the subset of X covered up to a given moment,

the expansion of the atlas will stop when the atlas has no

border, i.e., when it fully covers X . The reasoning in [62]

can also be used to provide a formal proof that the tree will

eventually reach the border regions of the atlas just by defining

goal areas in them. As described in [54], X will be correctly

covered if ρ is small relative to the curvature of the manifold in

each Vc set. Despite the chart coordination procedure described

in Section V-C may leave uncovered areas of X of size O(α),
such areas can be detected during tree extension, and can be

eliminated by slightly enlarging the Pc sets of the charts around

them, as described in [13].

In principle, the use of LQR steering instead of randomised

steering can only result in better performance, as it should

facilitate the connection between the balls used in [62, The-

orem 2] to cover the solution trajectory: connecting them

using LQR steering should be easier than doing so with

randomised steering. However, a formal proof of this point

would require to provide error bounds for the LQR steering

controls analogous to those in [62, Lemma 3] for randomly-

selected constant actions. As in [62], the obtention of such

bounds remains as an open problem, so we only conjecture

the planner to be probabilistically complete if LQR steering is

used. Even so, note we could always retain the probabilistic

completeness by using randomised steering once in a while,

instead of using LQR steering exclusively.

IX. PLANNING EXAMPLES

The planner has been implemented in C and it has been

integrated into the CUIK suite [64]. We next analyse its

performance in planning four tasks of increasing complex-

ity (Fig. 10). The first two tasks involve planar single-loop

mechanisms that are simple enough to illustrate key aspects

of the planner, like the performance of the steering method, the

traversal of singularities, or the ability to plan trajectories to-

wards states of nonzero velocity. The third and fourth tasks, on

the other hand, show the planner performance in spatial robots

of considerable complexity. In all cases the robots are subject

to gravity and viscous friction in all joints, and their action

bounds li in Eq. (7) are small enough so as to impede direct

trajectories between xxxs and xxxg. This complicates the problems

and forces the generation of swinging motions to reach the

goal. Following Section VII-C, we have fixed cos(α) = 0.9,

ε = 0.05
√

nX , ρ = dX /2, σ = 2 ρ , δ = 0.02 ρ , β = 0.1
√

nX .

Matrix RRR in Eq. (17) has been chosen to be diagonal, with

RRRi,i = 1/li
2, and we use tmax = 1.5. The planner performance,

however, does not depend on these parameters exclusively.

The peculiarities of each problem, like the torque limits of the

actuators, the system masses, or the presence of obstacles also



Fig. 10. Example tasks used to illustrate the performance of the planner. From left to right, and columnwise: weight lifting, weight throwing, conveyor
switching, and truck loading. The robots involved are, respectively, a four-bar robot, a five-bar robot, a Delta robot, and a double-arm manipulation system.
The top and bottom rows show the start and goal states for each task. In the goal state of the second task, and in the start state of the third task, the load is
moving at a certain velocity indicated by the red arrow. The velocity of the remaining start and goal states is null. In all robots, the motor torques are limited
to prevent the generation of direct trajectories to the goal.

have a strong influence. A few examples of the trajectories we

obtain can be seen in Fig. 11 and in the companion video of

this paper (also available in https://youtu.be/-_DMzK5SGzQ).

The complete set of geometric and dynamic parameters of all

examples, as well as the planner implementation, are provided

in http://www.iri.upc.edu/cuik.

Table I summarises the problem dimensions and perfor-

mance statistics for the four mentioned tasks. For each task we

provide the number of generalised coordinates in qqq (nq), the

number of loop-closure constraints (ne), the dimension of the

state space (dX ), and the dimension of the action space (nu).

The specific formulations used for Eqs. (1) and (2) are given

in [49]. The table also provides the average over twenty runs

of the number of samples and charts required to solve the

problem, and the planning time in seconds using a MacBook

Pro with an Intel i9 octa-core processor running at 2.93 GHz.

The column “Success rate” gives the percentage of planner

runs that were able to solve each problem in at most one hour.

Statistics for both the randomised steering strategy in [19]

and the LQR steering strategy of this paper are given for

comparison. The randomised strategy employs 2 nu random

actions from U , which are applied during 0.1 seconds in

accordance with [19]. As seen in the table, the LQR strategy

is more efficient than the randomised strategy, as it requires a

smaller number of samples and charts, and less time, to find a

solution. In fact, the success rate of the randomised strategy is

only 40% in the truck loading task. Instead, the LQR steering

is always successful. Further details on the four tasks are next

provided.

A. Weight lifting

The first task to be planned consists in lifting a heavy load

with a four-bar robot (Fig. 10, left column). The robot involves

four links cyclically connected with revolute joints from which

only joint J1 is actuated (Fig. 12). The relative angle with the

following link is denoted by qi, and the robot configuration is

given by qqq = (q1,q2,q3,q4).

Figure 13 shows the shape of X when projected to the

space defined by q1, q̇1, and q̇2, with the start and goal states

indicated. To design a trajectory connecting xxxs with xxxg, the

planner constructs the partial atlas that is shown in the figure.

Since the motor torque at J1 is limited, quasi-static trajectories

near the straight line from xxxs to xxxg are impossible, and the

robot is deemed to perform pendulum-like motions to be able

to reach the goal. This translates into the spiral-like tree shown

in the figure. A typical trajectory returned by the planner can

be seen in Fig. 11, top row.

This example can be used to illustrate the performance of

the LQR steering strategy. Fig. 14-top, shows an example in

https://youtu.be/-_DMzK5SGzQ
http://www.iri.upc.edu/cuik


Fig. 11. Solution trajectories for the four test cases. The shown trails depict earlier positions of the load. See https://youtu.be/-_DMzK5SGzQ for an animated
version of this figure.

TABLE I
PROBLEM DIMENSIONS AND PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOR THE EXAMPLE TASKS.

Randomised steering LQR steering

Example task nq ne dX nu No. samples No. charts Plan. Time (s) Success Rate No. samples No. charts Plan. Time (s) Success Rate

Weight lifting 4 3 2 1 582 111 0.85 100% 180 63 0.61 100%
Weight throwing 5 3 4 2 17856 7969 242.10 100% 3735 1048 23.93 100%

Conveyor switching 15 12 6 3 15162 912 308.30 100% 3910 297 50.95 100%
Truck loading 10 6 8 10 9455 1813 1967.27 40% 10882 1296 125.47 100%

which this strategy successfully finds a trajectory connect-

ing xxxnear with xxxrand , i.e., the error eee(t) = xxx(t)−xxxrand converges

to 000. Whenever a new chart is created during the simulation or

when a chart is revisited, the control function is recomputed

and, in this example, t∗f monotonically decreases. In contrast,

Fig. 14-bottom shows another example in which the process

tends to a limit cycle like the one in Fig. 8(b), and is never able

to reach the goal, i.e., the error eee(t) is never 000. The steering

method in Algorithm 3 would stop as soon as t∗f no longer

decreases.

In Fig. 15 we show the performance of the LQR strategy for

states xxxrand that are progressively further away from xxxnear. We

have generated 5 batches of 100 random samples, where the

samples in each batch are at tangent space distances of 0.4,

1, 2, 3, and 4 from xxxnear. As a reference, the distance from

xxxs to xxxg is 3.7 in this example. The states xxxrand that could be

connected to xxxnear are shown in green, while those that could

not are shown in red. As expected for a local planner, the

closer xxxrand from xxxnear, the higher the probability of success

of the steering process.

https://youtu.be/-_DMzK5SGzQ
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Fig. 12. Geometry of the four-bar mechanism in Fig. 10, left column. For
each coordinate system, only the x axis is depicted.

B. Weight throwing

The second task involves a five-bar robot. It consists in

throwing a given object from a certain position at a prescribed

velocity (indicated with the red arrow in Fig. 10, second

column). This shows the planner ability to reach goal states xxxg

with nonzero velocity, which would be difficult to achieve with

conventional C-space approaches.

The computed trajectory can be seen in the second row

of Fig. 11. The robot first lifts the object to the right until

it achieves a zero-velocity position (second snapshot), to later

move it back to the left along a nearly-circular path (remaining

snapshots). Almost two turns of this path are completed in

order to reach the launch point with the required momentum

(last snapshot).

The task also illustrates the planner capacity to traverse

forward singularities, which are configurations in which the

robot is locally underactuated. These configurations are dif-

ficult to manage, as they can only be crossed under spe-

cific velocities and accelerations fulfilling certain geometric

conditions [18, 65]. However, since our planner trajectories

result from simulating control functions uuu(t) using forward

dynamics, they naturally satisfy the mentioned conditions at

the singularities, and are thus kinematically and dynamically

feasible even in such configurations. In particular, a five-bar

robot is known to exhibit a forward singularity when its two

distal links happen to be aligned [66]. In the trajectory shown

in Fig. 11 this occurs in the third and sixth snapshots. From the

companion video we see that the robot passes through these

configurations in a smooth and predictable manner with no

difficulty. Note that, while such a trajectory would be difficult

to execute using classical computed-torque controllers [67],

recent LQR controllers for closed kinematic chains have no

trouble in accomplishing this task [68].

xxxs

xxxg

q1

q̇1 q̇2

Fig. 13. A partial atlas of X used to plan the lifting of a weight with the
four-bar robot. The red and green trees are rooted at xxxs and xxxg respectively,
and they are grown towards each other in parallel with the atlas. Each
polygon in dark blue corresponds to the Pc set of a given chart. To allow
a clearer visualisation of the atlas, we have used ρ = 0.5 to obtain the plot,
so the shown charts are actually smaller than those used by the planner. See
https://youtu.be/-_DMzK5SGzQ for an animated version of this figure.

C. Conveyor switching

So far the robot was a single-loop mechanism in an obstacle-

free environment. To exemplify the planner in a multi-loop

mechanism surrounded by obstacles, we next apply it to a

task on a Delta robot (Fig. 10, third column).

The task consists in picking a loudspeaker from a conveyor

belt moving at a certain speed, to later place it inside a

static box on a second belt. Obstacles play a major role

in this example, as the planner has to avoid the collisions

of the robot with the conveyor belts, the boxes, and the

supporting structure, while respecting the joint limits. In fact,

around 70% of branch extensions are stopped due to collisions

in this example. Moreover, the boxes have thin walls that

require us to set β = 0.04
√

nX to avoid obtaining unfeasible

solutions. An example of a resulting trajectory can be seen

in Fig. 11, third row, and in its companion video. Given the

velocity of the moving belt, the planner is forced to reduce the

initial momentum of the load before it can place it inside the

destination box. The trajectory follows an ascending path that

converts the initial momentum into potential energy, to later

move the load back to the box on the goal location.

D. Truck loading

The fourth task involves two 7-DOF Franka Emika arms

moving a gas bottle cooperatively. The task consists in lifting

the bottle onto a truck while avoiding the collisions with the

surrounding obstacles (a conveyor belt, the ground, and the

truck). The first and last joints in each arm are held fixed

during the task, and the goal is to compute control functions

for the remaining joints, which are all actuated. The weight

of the bottle is twice the added payload of the two arms, so

in this example the planner allows the system to move much

beyond its static capabilities.

https://youtu.be/-_DMzK5SGzQ
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Success rate 100% 99% 56% 26% 10%

Fig. 15. Success rate of the LQR steering strategy for states xxxrand that are
increasingly far from xxxnear .

The example also illustrates that the randomised steering

strategy performs poorly when nu is large. In this case,

nu = 10, which is notably higher than in the previous examples.

Note that the number of random actions needed to properly

represent U should be proportional to its volume, so it should

grow exponentially with nu in principle. To alleviate the

curse of dimensionality, however, [7] proposes to simulate

only 2 nu random actions for each branch extension. Our

implementation adopts this criterion but, like [7], it then shows

a poor exploration capacity when nu is large, resulting in the

excessive planning times reported for the truck loading task

(Table I). We have also tried to simulate 2nu random actions,

instead of just 2 nu, but then the gain in exploration capacity

does not outweigh the large computational cost of simulating

the actions. In contrast, the LQR strategy only computes one

control per branch extension, so an increase in nu does not

affect the planning time dramatically (Table I, last column).

Using this strategy, the planner obtained trajectories like the

one shown in Fig. 11, bottom row, in which we see that, in

order to gain momentum, the bottle is moved backwards before

lifting it onto the truck.

X. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has proposed a randomised planner to compute

dynamically-feasible trajectories for robots with closed kine-

matic chains. The state space of such robots is an intricate

manifold that poses three major hurdles to the planner design:

1) the generation of random samples on the manifold; 2) the

accurate simulation of robot trajectories within the manifold;

and 3) the steering of the system towards random states.

The three issues have been addressed by constructing an

atlas of the manifold in parallel to the RRT. The result is a

planner that can explore the state space in an effective manner,

while conforming to the vector fields defined by the equations

of motion and the force bounds of the actuators. In its

fully randomised version (i.e., using randomised steering), the

planner is probabilistically complete. We also conjecture it is

probabilistically complete if LQR steering is used, but proving

this point remains open so far. The examples in the paper show

that the planner can solve significantly complex problems that

require the computation of swinging motions between start

and goal states, under restrictive torque limitations imposed

on the motors.

Several points should be considered in further improvements

of this work. As usual in a randomised planner, our control

functions are piecewise continuous, so the planned trajectories



are smooth in position, but not in velocity or acceleration.

Therefore, to reduce control or vibration issues in practice, a

post-processing should be applied to obtain smoother trajecto-

ries. The trajectories should also be optimised in some sense,

minimising the time or control effort required for its execution.

Trajectory optimisation tools like those in [39], [43], or [42]

might be very helpful to both ends. Another sensitive point is

the metric employed to measure the distance between states.

This is a general concern in any motion planner, but it is

more difficult to address in our context as the metric should

not only consider the vector flows defined by the equations

of motion, but also the curvature of the state space manifold

defined by the loop-closure constraints. Using a metric derived

from geometric insights provided by such constraints might

result in substantial performance improvements. Another point

deserving attention would be the monitoring of constraint

forces during the extension of the RRT. While such forces

result in no motion, they do stress the robot parts unnecessarily

and should be kept under admissible bounds. Note that these

forces can be computed as the simulations proceed, since

they can be inferred, e.g., from the values of the Lagrange

multipliers involved in the equations of motion [69]. The

ability to impose bounds on constraint forces would also allow

computing trajectories in closed kinematic chains induced by

unilateral contacts, like those that arise when a hand moves

an object in contact with a surface. Such contacts could

be maintained along a trajectory by setting pertinent signed

bounds on the constraint forces arising.
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